HOPPERS AND SHOLTIES.

F the great multitude of different ani-

@

mds which live on the seasbore
p&bly the most numerous are
the little creatures known aa
" sholties " or " Shetland sholtiea"
They are to be found on almost
every beach. Their peculiar shape,
fattened on the sides, their habit of hiding in crowds
under stones or seaweed, their intense alarm when
they are suddenly exposed, and their vigour in esmping into a new hiding-place, are known to every
schoolboy. They look very different from their pugnacious relatives, the crabs; they are feeble creatures,
more ready to escape from danger than to offer fight.
Yet they are most interesting little animals, and the
more one watches their ways the more one. comes
to understand their wonderful adaptation to their
~urroundiiga
Though their general appearance iu quite familiar,
it is not so commonly known that there are many
different varieties of these creatnrea. AE a matter of
fact, the= are scores of different kinds, &me living
on the beach, some just below extreme low-water
mark, and others in the deep sea. We shall concern
ourselves here only with those tbat live on the beach.
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"hopper" £rom their
habit of leaping or springing into the air, b? mi&n8'$
Of whieh they often avoid capture by e~erni&~!;;q
French people call them " a&-fleas."
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The third variety, which ir problbly b a t k n o i ~..?%
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all, and to' which the name of * sholtie " is here
especially applied, is that which occurs farther
y
on the beach in places which are c o ~ t l wet
sea-water. Thii animal (Cfammws) is much
in the body than the other two, and some
are bent backwards along ita side, so that by m
of them it can run or crawl on ita aide. In
when out of the water this creature in quite u
to walk back uppermost ; whenever by any chance
does succeed in raisiw itself into what is for mo
animals the normal aititude, it immediately to
over on ita side again. It can be readily distin
from the other two forms by having two pam
long, delicate feelers or antenna in front of its
the hoppers have only one long pair of an
and one short pair.
All these animals, in spite of their small s
near allies of the crabs and lobsters. A na
would tell you that they belong to the group of th
(hustacea, this name being applied to all ani
cra
of the crab tribe on account of the b,
or shell which surrounds them. The Crustacea
marked by other features in addition to the possess
of this hard exterior. They are all jointed animals,
their body being built up of a aeries of segments,
each of which carries a pair of legs or appendages of
some kind, these appendages also being jointed In ;
the crab and the lobster a number of segments have ;
become fuaed or welded together to form the front part +
or body of the animaL In the group of animals to :
which the sholties belong the segments are all distinct,
.-i
To understand somethiig of the structure and the :
general habits of the sholtie, a11 thrtt we require '
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the weed that we can make nu
When exposed to full daylight
able, and keep swimming about
p h a It is only when the
at easa
But we have not yet examined' the
Though externally so like the aholties, they ar
different in constitution and habib. To unders
the.difTerence between the two clagses of
the best plsn is to put either s, shore-hopper
mud-hopper into some water dong k i t h a
The latter is an active little animal in the
capable of moving about like a fish. ;The
on the other hand, is obviously out of his ele
he sinks to' the bottom of the dish and
works his way along in lmbering faahion.
breathing organs csn be seen waving
and forwarde in rhythmical faehion, but
hopper can breathe quite
in it for daya It is s
stand long-continued
On land, however,
he gets juatsuEcient

